Military Mainspring Vise..............................#Tool-Vise
This simple mainspring vise is a copy of an original U.S. Arsenal issue tool used during our Civil War and Indian War period. The arm does not slide but pivots with one long end and one short end, reversible to fit most rifle and pistol locks. Blued steel.
#Tool-Vise mainspring vise, military only $10.25

Deluxe Mainspring Vise ..............#Tool-Vise-DX
Our best mainspring vise, copied from an original tool with a fine cased English shotgun. The long arm slides side-to-side, and rotates. The clamping pivot rotates to fit your spring perfectly. Why risk breaking a mainspring?
#Tool-Vise-DX deluxe mainspring vise only $20.99

Gunsmith's Dovetail Forming Tool..............................#Tool-Dovetail
Use our dovetail forming chisel to "persuade" the slot to accept your lug or sight. It raises the metal, rather than removing it. Underlug slots may be half depth, half raised. Or use it to form a raised moulding for your rear sight. Very shallow dovetails in round barrels are stronger than solder.
#Tool-Dovetail Dovetail forming tool only $12.99

Rawhide Mallet.........................#Mallet-Rawhide-15
Our mallets have hard rawhide heads measuring approximately 1-3/8” in diameter and 3” long. Includes an 11” long stained wood handle. Colors may vary. Useful for installing brass tacks or returning barrel pins.
#Mallet-Rawhide-15 rawhide mallet $14.99

Brass Hammers (4 or 8 oz.)......................#Tool-BH-(4 or 8)
Brass hammers are useful for drifting wedge keys and barrel pins. Our 4 ounce head measuring 3/4” in diameter and 2-3/16” long while our 8 ounce head measures 1” in diameter and 2-1/8” long. Factory fitted with a 9-1/2” long hickory handle. Made in the U.S.A.
#Tool-BH-4 brass hammer, 4 oz. $13.99
#Tool-BH-8 brass hammer, 8 oz. $19.49

Gunsmith Steel Pin Drifting 7 Piece Set..............#Tool-Punch-7S
Includes seven steel pin drifting tools for commonly encountered pin sizes. Includes a center punch, starter punch, 1/16”, 5/64”, 3/32”, 1/8”, and 5/32” diameter punches. Made in the U.S.A.
#Tool-Punch-7S Steel Pin Drifting Set, 7 piece $29.99

Gunsmith Brass Pin Punch 8 Piece Set ..............#Tool-Punch-8B
This set of brass pin punches includes 1/16”, 3/32”, 1/8”, 5/32”, 3/16”, 7/32”, 1/4”, and 5/16” punches in a plastic storage pouch. Use these to reduce the risk of marking your part. Made in the U.S.A.
#Tool-Punch-8B Brass Pin Drifting Set, 8 piece $29.99